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Charla Shambley:Welcome to the EWG Webinar -- Answers to the Top 10 Questions About the Proposed
Next-Generation Registration Directory Services to Replace WHOIS
Charla Shambley:Please note that chat sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected
Standards of Behavior: https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/expected-standards-2012-05-15-en
Charla Shambley:Thank you for joining this webinar - please remember to join the bridge if you wish to
voice comments and/or questions.
Charla Shambley:Dial-in numbers can be found here: http://adigo.com/icann/ … Password: 48291
Michele Neylon:we'll be starting shortly
Hayley Laframboise:This session is now being recorded
CK:Would registrants be able to know who is requesting to view their gated contact details, and what
process would be followed to obtain that information?
Elaine Pruis:are you planning on A/B testing during the registration path to see how the interruption of
validation affects completion?
Leanne Kenny:Are you able to explain how you define 'permissable purposes' and give an indication of
what they are?
Jim Prendergast:The accrediting agency for access to gated data – do you have an estimate on the cost is
associated with that and who pays for it? How long is that accreditation valid for? Thanks
Michele Neylon:FYI lines are now unmuted
Elaine Pruis:follow up question, is it the plan to cause validation during the purchase path or must a
registrant have that validation before the try to register? or not thought of yet?
Michele Neylon:Chuck I see you
Cintra Sooknanan:There is a gap between this system and the ccTLD whois, are ther any plans to
transition or to encourage transition of ccTLD whois to the RDS ?
Michele Neylon:Jim - I'll come to you next
Michele Neylon:then Cintra
Cintra Sooknanan:I'm having connection problems if you can read out my question I'd be very
appreciative
Michele Neylon:oh don't worry
Michele Neylon:I will
Michele Neylon::)
Elaine Pruis:Thanks Scott
Scott Hollenbeck:Welcome
Cintra Sooknanan:you pronounced it fine thanks Michele
Michele Neylon:*phew*
Charla Shambley:Your lines have been unmuted at this time if you have a question for the EWG
members..
Chuck Gomes:Thanks to everyone.
Denise Michel:Thank you for participating, eveyone.
Cintra Sooknanan:thanks bye
Charla Shambley:Thank you for participating in today's webinar.

